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literature or history do not, as a rule, directly modify his
conduct.
Nevertheless the older generation, including teachers,
must hand on their own ideal of goodness, not formally but
as so vital a part of their philosophy of action, that to ensure
peace of mind it must be satisfied just as hunger must be
appeased to ensure peace of body.   The younger generation
is quick to judge and to feel sincerity and if we preach the
joy of intellectual life but spend our spare time in trivial
pursuits, urge on them the beauty of unselfishness but
consider of first importance our own interests, then they
will go to the extreme of thinking it is with us but a matter
of conventional talk and will probably fail to appreciate
our very mediocre attempt at righteousness.   They will
make their own standards of conduct, revolt from our codes
and learn only by experience—a hard and bitter schooL
I do not want to suggest that lessons with ethical signi-
ficance, be they religious, philosophical or results of dis-
cussions on historical persons and their motives, are value-
less :   on the contrary,  as was stated previously, the
importance of the intellectual side of our ideals of conduct
can hardly be overrated ; but it does seem that the active
living belief hi ethical conduct—active and living in the
sense that we live by the faith that is in us—is equally if
not more, necessary.   Hence at this difficult period of
adolescence what a boy needs almost more than anything
is a good friend in Ms teacher—a friend who will encourage
Mm to gain those interests that will' last' all Ms life, who
will help him to live up to his standards of conduct and
gradually improve them.
Nor must good conduct appear to the growing youth to
t*e a gbomy afiair or too difficult of attainment for Mm
to aim at it. After all, the artist we admire is he who
seems to get Ms results with ease and to have great sources
«f reserve power. Similarly, those who want to encourage
to practise the art of good conduct should inspire

